SYLVIE COURVOISIER TRIO
Technical Rider

Line-up:

Sylvie Courvoisier- Piano
Kenny Wollessen-drums
Drew Gress -Bass

PA:

1 professional PA system with phantom power

Piano:

Preferably Steinway, model D or B // Bosendorfer or
Yamaha concert Grand or Model C7, F6 orF4.
to be tuned before the performance !!!!!!!!
piano bench
Sylvie is bringing her own DPA microphones

Drum Set:

If possible Vintage drum set in good condition
1st choice---Ludwig or Gretsch or Sonor (60's or 70's)
if no vintage set available professional quality Yamaha or

Pearl
(No DW drums please)
18"x14" bass drum
14"x14" floor Tom (with legs)
12"x 8" rack tom
14" wood snare drum
Drum throne (round type preferred not "saddle" type)
Bass drum pedal
Hi-hat stand with "clutch"
Snare stand
4 cymbal stands (2 of which being boom stands)
White coated Remo "ambassador" heads on all drums
(need not be brand new heads but must be in good
condition)
No hole in the front bass drum head if possible!
* 1 music stand
Bass :
size,please),

- Either 3/4 or 7/8 size carved wood bass (NOT 4/4

with steel strings, adjustable bridge, and pickup (or other
means of amplification. ie, microphone system).

Amplifier: a self-contained amplifier, OR an amplifier head
and
speaker combination
**attention: Drew does not travel with his own amplifier
head.
1st choice: AER amplifiers (Basic Performer).
2nd choice: Ampeg (modern models…not the SVT) or
Polytone
Brute (please no Mini-Brute)
3rd choice: Eden, SWR, Mesa-Boogie, or any professional
quality amplifier with EQ possibilities
**attention: Please NO Gallien-Krueger amplifiers. I can not
use them. Thank you.
Speakers:
1 cabinet containing JBL, Hartke, Eden, Bose, or ElectroVoice
speakers is preferred.
A cabinet w/ 2 12” speakers is ideal, but any cabinet is
acceptable as long as it does not have 15”
speakers within. These are too large for the acoustic bass.
THANK YOU!
* One music stand

Dressing Room:

- Clean towels
- fruits, snacks
- water, coﬀee, tea

